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Memorial Service Emphasizes
Qualities of Late U.S.President
Given at the University Church November 25,1963
by Godfrey T. Anderson, Ph.D.

Dr. Abraham Lu
Lectured in Turkey

Dr. Lu Lectures at
Turkey Universities
Loma Linda University As
sociate Professor of Pathology
Abraham T. Lu returned in
October from a European trip
during which he was asked to
lecture at the three universi
ties of Turkey
Istanbul, Egp
and Ankara.
The universities issued in
vitations to Dr. Lu after the
appearance of his paper postu
lating the pathogenesis of
brain lesions in Behcet's syn
drome in the June 1963 issue
of the Bulletin of the Los An
geles County Neurological So
ciety.
Behcet, late professor at Is
tanbul University, described
in detail a triad of clinical
symptoms (oral ulcers, genital
ulcers and occular lesions) in
his initial description of the
syndrome now bearing his
name. Dr. Lu's extensive neuropathological study of the
syndrome at Loma Linda Uni
versity has brought additional
information on an infrequent
complication the brain lesions.
Previous cases with brain le
sions had been reported only
rarely in the world literature
on the subject, according to
Dr. Lu.
Dr. Lu's preparation for neuropathological work includes a
year of study at Queen Square
National Hospital for Nervous
Piseases in London.
When asked his impression
of Turkey during his stay
there, Dr. Lu was warm in his
praise for the hospitality of
the Turkish people. "They
treated me royally," he said.
"Not just the professors in the
universities, but the average
man on the street."

Famous WindsorBoys Choir to Sing
At Hole Memorial
The Windsor Boys Choir of
Montebello, California, will
perform December 11 in Hole
Memorial Auditorium, La Sier
ra College, at 6:30 p.m.
Since its founding in 1956
the choir has made over 900
personal appearances, includ
ing guest appearances last
summer on Jack Barry televi
sion programs. It also is dis
tinguished as being the only
boys choir to sing in the Capi
tol building in Washington,
D.C.

We are met together at this hour to pay a final tribute
to the memory of the late Chief Executive of our Repub
lic, who has been cut dowii like a tree in its prime green
ery, leaving a gaping void against the sky. We are met,
not as partisans nor as sectarians, but as Christians, and
Americans, and patriots, with a deep love for our country
and for those who by the historic processef of democracy
have been chosen to lead the nation.

Campaign to Establish Veterans
Hospital Begins; Some Object
Veterans organizations in the
San Bernardino-Riverside area
have begun a campaign to es
tablish a Veterans Administra
tion hospital in or near Loma
Linda. They contend that pres
ent Veterans Administration
hospitals, strung along the Pa
cific coastline northward from
San Diego, are practically in
accessible to the 150,000 vet
erans of military service in the
inland counties of southern
California.
The effort to persuade fed

eral officials to build a new hos
pital in the Loma Linda vici
nity is opposed by some com
munity groups, including pri
vate medical practitioners in
the area. Almost unanimous in
support of the proposal have
been local government and
trade organizations in nearby
cities where it has been dis
cussed.
The University Trustees have
taken no position for or against
erection of the proposed vet
erans facility.

Our gathering today in our place of worship is in
keeping with the proclamation of our new-President, who,
in his first official pronouncement, said, "I earnestly rec
ommend to the people to assemble ... in their respec
tive places of divine worship, and to bow down in sub
mission to the will of Almighty God, and to pay their
homage of love and reverence to a great and good man."
The unbelievably tragic pageant of violence of the
past few days, which left in its wake three dead, includ
ing our late President, and another wounded, has in its
bizarre and Wagnerian awfulness jolted us into a new
realization that the forces of evil still stalk abroad on
this sin-cursed planet.
In all the torrent of words which have come forth in
the press, radio, and television since last Friday, some of
the most penetrating came, I believe, from a sports writer
who wrote these lines: "A sniper crouches behind a para
pet. His enemy is himself; so he is going to kill a friend.
He is going to clean the shadows out of his own deranged
mind by sending a bullet into a clear one. ... A prom
ising young statesman, who with his nation survived con
frontation at the missilehead with the most dangerous
power the world has ever known, cannot survive a single
shot out of a grooved barrel and a twisted mind. His ul
timate enemy is not a foreign despot, but a homegrown
madman. The political persuasions of the assassin are a
camouflage. His allegiance is to hatred."
To these words we might add the comment of Pres
ident Wilson's grandson that the gun was not only in the
hands of the assassin, but also in the hearts of anyone
who has cherished hatred in his heart. The tragic events
of the past few days point up a very real and present
danger to our country. It is easy for us as individuals to
be impatient of differing ideas, to be intolerant of differ
ent beliefs. When we give rein to this intolerance we not
only betray the American dream but the Christian way
of life as well. This is a danger to us as individuals, as
members of a Christian community and of a church, as
well as citizens of a state and nation.
A little more than twenty years ago when America
was threatened by the waves of hate which were creating
such havoc in Europe, one of our poets, deeply distressed
by the apathy of the American people toward events
abroad, wrote a warning. He said in part:
We are slow to wake, good-natured as a country.
(It is our fault and our virtue.) We like to
raise
A man to the highest power and then throw
bricks at him.
We don't like war, and we like to speak our
minds.
(Continued on page 2)

AFTER TEN YEARS of scientific probing, Jerrold K.
Longerbeam, MD, associate professor of surgery, has left
Riverside County General Hospital for a trip to University
of Minnesota. The Loma Linda University professor, who
was named to his position at the Riverside Hospital Oc
tober 1, is taking oral exams in preparation for a PhD
degree and also an MS which he expects to have by June,
1964. In the background is some of the display material
which Dr. Longerbeam is using in teaching his favorite
subject of the treatment of irreversible shock, which is
the thesis for his PhD discourse. His painstakingly thor
ough probing has established a method by which the
shocks can be treated with a minimum of damage or fatal
result. Staff photo.

University's
Cerebral Palsy
Center Grows
Attendance at the cerebral
palsy center in Loma Linda has
risen to 14 children, the cen
ter's directors were told at
their November meeting. The
teaching and rehabilitation fa
cility is operated by the Uni
versity for preschool and school
age children. It is supported
by the United Cerebral Palsy
Foundation of San Bernardino
County, «?~ ^qency of the Ar
rowhead buited Fund.

Book Talk
By Lucille D. Hopp
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Memorial Service
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There are certain words,
Our own and others', we're used to
words
we've used,
Heard, had to recite, forgotten,
Rubbed shiny in the pocket, left home for keep
sakes,
Inherited, stuck away in the back-drawer,
In the locked trunk, at the back of the quiet
mind.
Liberty, equality, fraternity.
To none will we sell, refuse, or deny, right or
justice.
We hold these truths to be self-evident.
I am merely saying what if these words pass?
What if they pass and are gone and are no more,
Eviscerated, blotted out of the world? ....
They were bought with belief and passion, at
great cost.
They were bought with the bitter and
anonymous blood
Of farmers, teachers, shoemakers and fools
Who broke the old rule and the pride of kings.
And some never saw the end and many were
weary,
Some doubtful, many confused. . . .
It took long to buy these words.
It took a long time to buy them, and much pain.
Our late President understood these words and he
knew the value of the principles stated so clearly by our
founders and patriots. We cannot be good Americans
we cannot be good Christians
if we allow prejudice,
intolerance, or hate to have a place in our thinking.
At such a time as this it is our duty to pause and look
within our own hearts and see if there is anywhere to be
found a single vestige of the spirit which has brought
this tragedy to our country. It is time for us to pledge
anew and with fresh determination our loyalty to the
nation which has guaranteed to all of us the liberties we
possess. And if any good can come from such a heinous
deed, may it be that we as a nation and as individuals may
be purged of hate for any man. Over and above everything
else that our Lord stood for and taught while He was
here on earth it was this
that we should love all men
and never, under any provocation, allow hatred to find
a place in our hearts or lives.
Through this dreadful experience which has come to
our nation has come a oneness and a unity rarely seen
in our history, as men of all parties and creeds have been
bowed down in genuine grief at this deed which will al
ways live in the annals of perfidy and infamy. May we
pray that this oneness might prevail beyond this day, and
beyond this tragedy, and this, our land, may share its
blessings and traditions and freedoms with the oppressed
and less privileged of the world's peoples.

Hatred Assassinated Him
John Fitzgerald Kennedy,
thirty-fifth President of the
United States, was struck down
by an assassin's bullet last Fri
day as he rode in procession
along the streets of Dallas,
Texas. Thus he became the

fourth American to die in office
at the hands of an assassin in
less than a century.
As he moves from the contro
versial area of politics to the
pages of American history it is
easier for us to take an appre

A "do - it - yourself" formula
for self - improvement that
promises to change your whole
life and do it FAST; a tech
nique which "brings the prom
ise of a great new day," "ten
times the life you're now liv
ing," "the high road to happi
ness, success and fulfillment,"
all of this author William E.
Edwards claims with enthusi
asm in his book TEN DAYS
TO A GREAT NEW LIFE,
published by Prentice - Hall,
copyright 1963.
Aldous Huxley, whose death
passed almost without notice
on the day of President Ken
nedy's assassination, is quoted
on the flyleaf of the book:
"Every man who knows how to
read has it in his power to
magnify himself, to multiply
the ways in which he exists, to
make his life full, significant
and interesting."
In format, William Edwards'
FROM MICHIGAN CONFERENCE these visitors came book is readable and practical,
with forms and outlines in
to talk with students from their state and others who tended to 'make the process of
might wish to practice medicine or dentistry in Michigan. improvement almost foolproof.
They are (l.r.) Don T. Hawley, medical secretary, and He uses numerous examples to
convince the reader that suc
Ron W. Spalding, SM'35, who was the Michigan medical cess is the natural result of
secretary for 12 years. It is Dr. Spalding's 14th annual applying his principles.
Whether or not the readers
trip to Loma Linda University as a representative for
1 feel that he has made exag
the conference. Staff photo. ••<
gerated claims for his methods,
most will admit that the au
thor employs some well estab
ciative and impartial appraisal
who helped and those who
psychological
facts.
of his life and his work. John fought his views. In this he lished
Kennedy was a young man with was in a small group, for few Thinking concretely, acting on
convictions,
getting
one's
a strong sense of history. He
can disassociate disagreement thoughts clarified are all tried
viewed events from the perspec
from dislike, even within the.
and true techniques.
tive of the past and the future, fellowship of the church.
"Whatsoever thy hand findand he was eager to make his
And so this talented and elo
eth
to do, do it with thy
own contribution to the history quent young statesman has
of our country an honorable and been cut down in his prime. We might," is the basis for his
creditable one. He had the gift all will remember his, stirring chapter on "Improving Your
Circumstances Rapidly." "The
of creative ideas, and the abil
words at his inauguration, on thing that causes our unhappiity to organize and express a cold, wintry day, less than
ness is this: we will not use
them fluently, as evidenced by
three years ago. On this occa
today because it doesn't suit
his speeches and by his writ
us. This resistance to reality
ings. He shared the ideals of sion he said the memorable
words: "Ask not what your
utterly paralyzes our powers.
the founders of this nation
It ties us hand and foot. Every
that this should be a country of country can do for you: ask
life process within us is geared
free and equal citizens
and what you can do for your coun
try." And. he closed his ad
to present circumstances nc
his efforts to this end were al
dress by saying: "With a good matter what those circum
ways vigorous and sincere.
stances are. . . . You gain im
As a church whose members conscience our only sure re
mediate power to change your
are dedicated to the service of ward, with history the1 final
circumstances when for just
God, we. respect him as a man' judge of our deeds, let us go
one day you act with force on
to whom religion was a vital forth to lead the land we love,
the situation in which you find
and integral part of life. He asking His blessing and His
help, but knowing that here on yourself whether you like the
was regular in church attend
facts of it or not."
ance and supported his church- earth God's work must truly be
With never a discouraging
and his convictions as any our own."
And so as we mourn the loss word, the author propels his
Christian should. We have fur
reader from one threshold of
ther cause for honoring him in of the one who has fallen, we
increased potential to the next,
that, under severe pressure to renew our dedication to the
and concludes his program
do otherwise, he maintained the great principles of freedom
with the words: "The best of
historic principles of separation and justice upon which our
everything in the great new
between church and state which nation was founded, and for
life that lies before you."
our Constitution guarantees. which President Kennedy so
In spite of the fears of some, valiantly labored and fought.
Also we pledge to his successor,
he did not promote the inter
Fair Proceeds
ests of his own church over President Lyndon Baines John
son,
our
loyal
and
sincere
sup
To Help Academy
those of other churches. His
duty to the country as an port as he takes up the reins of
The recent country fair spon
American citizen and Chief government and endeavors to
sored by the Loma Linda Home
Executive of the country held guide our beloved land in this
and School Association cleared
him on a straight course from fateful hour of strife and na
$2068.72 after expenses, ac
which it would have been easy tional peril.
Paraphrasing the words of
cording to Chairman Verna
for him to swerve.
Borba and Co-chairman Toini
That a young leader with so Abraham Lincoln, our first
much talent and so much dedi martyred chief executive, in his Walden.
Elmer Digneo, principal of
cation could be removed so immortal speech delivered ex
Loma iLnda Union Academy,
tragically from public life is a actly a hundred years ago at
says the money will be used for
cause for deep sorrow to all of Gettysburg, "It is for us, the
us. Our hearts are deeply living, to be dedicated here and a 16 mm sound projector for
touched by the grief of his fam now to the unfinished work" of both the Academy and elemen
tary school, an electric dupli
ily and the thought that he will making real to a distraught
cator for the elementary
no longer be here to guide and world the true principles and
school, racks for 125 bicycles,
care for the two children he purposes and designs of our
this last, best
material for darkening part of
loved so devotedly, both of great nation
the cafeteria for audio-visual
whom have birthdays this week. hope of enlightenment, liberty
films and for educational visual
In this deep sorrow which has and justice for all mankind.
Out of the distant centuries,
aids.
come to our first family we all
Plans are to make the fair
share, and pray that the God from the ancient prophet Amos,
an annuel community event
of all comfort will sustain and comes no less to our nation
than to Israel, a message rele
sponsored by the Home and
succour them.
School Association. Members
One of the most significant vant to our times. He wrote:
Woe to those who are at ease
of the University faculty, the
tributes which has heen paid to
. . . and to those who feel staffs and others connected
the late President came from a
secure. For unless you turn
with the University put in long
political opponent, and it serves
from evil and seek good, I
hours at the fair, according to
to highlight a quality of his
will turn your feasts into
school officials.
character which is worthy of
mourning, and all your songs
It was also observed that
emulation hy all of us. Senator
into lamentation. I will make several of the University fam
Barry Goldwater, speaking with
it like the mourning for an
ily participated in the fair's art
deep sadness of the loss of a
only son, and the end of it exhibit.
good personal friend, said that
like a bitter day. O people,
they had disagreed often and
hate evil, love good, estab
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY ....
violently, and on many matters,
lish justice, and then the
LEWIS MOWERY, SD'61,
and over many years. Yet their
Lord, the God of hosts, will
practicing general dentistry as
opposing views had never
be gracious unto you.
well as specializing in children's
clouded their personal friend
May the sustaining hand of
dentistry, is now associated
ship. President Kennedy was a
with CHARLES PLACIAL,
man who could disagree and the Almighty be upon our land
SD'60, in Yucca Valley, Califor
fight for his views, yet never and its leaders. May the peace
nia. Dr. Mowery has been prac
dislike the men he opposed. He and grace of God be with us all.
, .
ticing in Palmdale, California.
could be a friend to both those Amen.
'

200 Singers to Present
'Messiah', 'Gloria' at Church
SM Department
Buys Microscope
With Grant Funds

THE NEW ELECTRON microscope recently acquired by the University is demonstra
ted by Norman M. Case, PhD, assistant professor of anatomy. It is located in the anat
omy department of the School of Medicine on the Loma Linda campus.

the

wide r
By Tor Lidar

scope

After a few years in humid, cold Minnesota it is like paradise
being in California again, especially at this time of the year. We
remember Yuletide in St. Paul and Minneapolis as the most exas
perating days of the year, carols ringing in our ears and the "spirit
of Christmas" being worn down to the really true meaning of it:
commercialism.
a time to eat and drink and be merry
la the University library means as what the owner
basement no beUs ring, no makes of it. In that way, he
carols reach our editorial ears
felt that SCOPE is much like
and the evergreens outside our the names we carry around.
window maintain the looks that
The British "Churchill" and
nature gave them. There is a the Norse "Kirkebakken" mean
a tree that exactly the same thing. Still,
palm here, too
has more to do with Christ and Kirkebakken means nothing to
His life on earth than Norway his fellow peasants, while
pine, spruce and twigs of alum
Churchill stands out as a bright
inum.
planet among all peoples.
Me is a time, though, when
We recall that University
kins meet, exchanging gifts and SCOPE was chosen by more
other pleasantries. We think than 90 per cent of those ques
of the many alumni who gather tioned about the name during
for this family feast in four the days of SCOPE'S birth.
corners of the earth, some in
Now it comes as a weekly vis
the mission fields, others at itor knocking at the doors of
home after long hours of work nearly 20,000 homes. SCOPE
for humanity. There are some or scoop, the paper is here to
who, like SCOPE'S editorial stay.
staff, are blessed with quiet
We have often thought of
ness and memqries of wonder
the deeper meaning of the
ful homes and schools and name: the wider scope involv
places of work where we met ing the University, its alumni,
so many friends. Such mem
students, faculty members and
ories give meaning to Yuletide
employees as well as the many
in these bleak spots on a friends and associates of this
troubled earth.
General Conference institution.
THOUGHTS ALSO SHINE
Indeed the birth was painful.
We are in the middle of a During the first weeks there
busy school year at Loma Lin
was always a doom's day down
da and the campus branches at in SCOPE'S offices. When the
Riverside and Los Angeles. waxed lines in offset layout,
Some of the many thoughts pounded down with a big
that originated during fall's wooden spoon after a night's
lively days are still with us. labor in the print shop at La
At the faculty retreat thoughts Sierra (not the college), walked
were lit that seem fully as all over the pages in a crippled
bright as Christmas.
attempt to look like headlines,
There Was A. Graham Max.
our fatigued eyes turned the
well, professor of New Testa
white out.
ment in the Graduate School,
We know that newspapers
who made the statement: God
are bom in a hotbed of errors
doesn't want non-thinkers. . . .
our introduction to journal
Worship is a 24-hour exper
didn't change that fact a
ism
ience.
As was to be expected, Dr. bit. We enjoy it now when
Maxwell quickly challenged the they call the paper a "weekly
faculty members at the retreat rag" or "the daily misprint."
Like a convert born to the
to a spirited discussion on the
truth in the smoke of tobacco
subject of worship. A faculty
and with the meat of worldlimember wondered whether
still in his teeth, a news
ness
such an act as surgery might
paper must take steps toward
not be worship. It was con
perfection without fear. Isn't
cluded that in everything we
it true that many brilliant
do, we need all our time with
young men, afraid of making
our Maker.
mistakes, have never amounted
The conclusion of retreat
to much?
wor
that
talks on worship was
As we see it: courage and
ship, in a sense, is an attitude,
magnitude are never developer
an expression of love, confid
in a shell of pedantry. We re
ence and administration of
with almost a sick
member
one's life. The more we express
feeling when we, in our first
ourselves in our daily contacts
contact with society, walked
with our fellow men and in our
like the proverbial bull in a
interest in them, the more able
china shop. It seems better,
will we be to worship. "Ideal
though, to take the first steps
ly, we can mingle with every
a pioneering effort than to
in
person."
devote our lives in microscopic
criticism of any effort that is,
CHURCHILL OK
first of all, in need of time.
V
N
KIRKEBAKKE
About SCOPE and its name,
We remember also that once
Dr. Maxwell had this to say at
a time there was a young
upon
Although
occasion:
a later
there are those who feel there man who received only one tal
time, plenty of time to
ent
could be a better name, it re
mains a fact that a name will match his creative ability. This
rove with the use of it. It brings us to the climax that
University SCOPE is a good
\'i ' so' much w'h'a't a ' name

a reminder of how
name
one should widen his interest
in viewing people and their ef
forts with a greater under
standing. We cannot fail, can
we, when we judge human fail
ures in an atmosphere of God's
love?

2 From LLU
To Serve on
ADA Councils
Two Loma Linda University
professors have been appointed
as consultants to two councils
of the American Dental Asso
ciation. One of 16 consultants,
Niels B. Jorgensen, professor of
oral surgery, has been named
to the Council on Dental Ther
apeutics. The council encour
ages research in dental ther
apeutics and evaluates drugs,
chemicals and devices related
to dentistry and offered to the
profession and the public.
Harold Shryock, professor of
anatomy, is one of 46 consult
ants appointed to assist in
preparation of National Board
examinations in dentistry and
dental hygiene.
The Council of National
Board of Dental Examiners
conducts examinations twice a
year in 38 states, the District
of Columbia and Puerto Rico.
Dental licensing boards of 39
states recognize results of Na
tional Board examinations.

The department of anatomy
of the Loma Linda University
School of Medicine recently
has purchased a $25,000 elec
tron microscope with funds
provided by general research
grants from the National In
stitutes of Health.
The new microscope, an Akashi TRS 80, will replace one
the department has had for
many years and hopes to sell,
an RCA 2MU 2A.
By utilizing light from an
electron beam rather than or
dinary light and magnetic
lenses instead of glass, the new
microscope will give a direct
enlargement up to 80,000 di
ameters, according to Norman
M. Case, PhD, assistant pro
fessor of anatomy. An ordinary
light microscope will enlarge
only about 1,000 times, he says.
Strictly for research work,
the new microscope will be
used by Dr. Case for a study
of the mechanisms of cell dam
age, for which he has received
an NIH grant. Graduate stu
dents also will be allowed to
use the microscope for re
search.
In order to prevent vibra
tion, the microscope is set on a
slab of concrete three feet
thick and a layer of neoprene,
a rubber-bke plastic. A vibra
tion of a few millionths of an
inch, says Dr. Case, would
cause a projected image to ap
pear fuzzy.
The department hopes soon
to purchase a used electron
microscope. A gift of $10,000
from Hughes Aircraft Em
ployees Give Once Club, of
which $5,000 already has teen
received, will be used for the
purpose.

SM Teacher
Presents Paper
Associate Professor of Sur
gery Morton M. Woolley pre
sented a paper to the American
Academy of Pediatrics meeting
in Chicago recently. Dr. Woolley's presentation was entitled
"Chyllous Ascites as a Present
ing Symptom in Infancy and
Childhood."
The School of Medicine
teacher is a fellow of the Acad
emy, as well as of the American
College of Surgeons.

FOLLOWING IN THE FOOTSTEPS ... the officers of
the Loma Linda Academy junior class have organized.
In front are Ginger Black, vice president. Her father is
Fred W. Black, manager of the Loma Linda (university)
market, and Judy Oliver, secretary. From left to right in
the back row are Leonard Bates, class pastor, whose
mother is director of the Dental Hygiene Curriculum at
the School of Dentistry; Steven Toms, sergeant-at-arms,
who lives in San Bernardino and was born in Hawaii;
James Jesse, president, the son of Claran H. Jesse, MD,
assistant clinical professor of surgery; and Gary Hanson,
treasurer, whose father is principal of the Fairview Ele
mentary School.

The University Church's an
nual Christmas concert will be
presented Friday, December 6,
at 7:30 p.m. in Loma Linda.
Included in the program are
Vivaldi's "Gloria" and Part One
of Handel's "Messiah." More
than two hundred singers will
participate, assisted by the La
Sierra College orchestra.
Patrick Hicks will conduct
the performance. Soloists will
be Marilyn Cotton and Anne
Evans of Riverside, and Sharon
Holm, Wretha Lang, Maurice
Mathiesen and Gayle Nelson of
Loma Linda.

Rehabilitation for
Stroke Patients
A recent meeting of the Re
habilitation Committee of the
California Heart Association in
San Francisco was attended by
Ernest C. Christensen, SM'43,
associate professor of physical
medicine and rehabilitation at
Loma Linda University.
The purpose of the meeting
was to study and correlate pro
fessional education programs in
the area of care for the stroke
patient for county chapters of
the California Heart Associa
tion throughout the state.

Final LA Meeting
The President's Committee
met Wednesday in Los Angeles
for the last time. Future meet
ings of the group, which com
prises academic and business
administrators, will be in Lo
ma Linda'.
President Godfrey T. Anderson, chairman of the commit
tee, says it will continue meet
ing twice monthly on the Loma
Linda campus. Meetings had.
been scheduled alternately for
Loma Linda and Los Angeles.

Teacher Attends
TB Conference
An all-day conference on res
piratory diseases conducted re
cently by the TB Association
of the Los Angeles Health De
partment was attended by Car
ol Brady, instructor in nursing
at Loma Linda University.
She represented the Loma
Linda Sanitarium and Hospital.

University Church
Elders Uphold
Prayer Tradition
The University Church opens
its door for a special prayer
meeting each Thursday at 6:30
a.m. This little known but vital
tradition on the campus is one
in which the elders of the
church present their problems
and offer praise to the Lord.
The prayer session begins
with an eight or ten minute
devotional presentation by one
of the elders. Prayer requests
are discussed and each of the
elders offers a prayer.
The prayer session is coor
dinated by Harold M. Walton,
SM'28, director of the Univer
sity student-employee health
service. According to Dr. Wal
ton the elders have met to
pray Thursday mornings for
nearly three years. "It has been
a blessing to us and has
brought strength and courage
to many," Dr. Walton said this
week.
"The attendance has held up,"
he continued. "I had wondered
whether this would be the
case, but participation has in
creased rather than dimin
ished."
Requests for special prayer
have come from many places.
The elders remember especial
ly the critically ill and bereaved
in their prayers. They also
pray for the solution of Uni
versity development problems.
Personal problems involving
personnel or students are a
common subject for prayer.
University Scope, page 3

Chairman of Trustees Outlines
Loma Linda University Growth
Interview with M. V. Campbell
Over the years of your
close relationship with the
University, what do you
consider to be its greatest
period of challenge?
Without question the great
est challenge has been the con
solidation of the School of
Medicine on one campus. This
problem has faced the school
for nearly half a century, and
became more acute as the
years passed by. Shortly after
I became Trustee chairman, I
was convinced that the time
had come for a decision to be
made.
This was not an easy task,
for there were strongly differ
ing opinions among the Trus
tees as to the campus on which
the school should be united. At
first about half of the members
favored Loma Linda and the
other half Los Angeles as its
future site. Because of this
division of opinion, it was, for
a long period, not possible to
obtain a clear cut decision. Two
different compromise solutions
were attempted, both of which
proved impossible.
Last September the Board
was ready for a final decision,
and it was voted with almost
complete unanimity to unite the
School of Medicine on the Uni
versity campus at Loma Linda.
This decision is being imple
mented as speedily as practical.

Do you have any fears
for the future now that the
School of Medicine is to be
developed on the Loma
Linda campus?
No, I have no fear. If time
lasts, the years which lie ahead
should be the best ever for the
University and its medical
school. It is the determination
of the Trustees that the newlyconsolidated School of Medi
cine be one of excellence.
Careful attention is being
given to the medical center
which will be built. Counsel
has been sought and plans have
been formulated under the
guidance of the Ellerbe Com
pany, which has had wide ex
perience in the planning of ed
ucational institutions, medical
schools, medical centers and
hospitals.
No less attention is being
given to the recruitment of ad
ditional members of the faculty.
Keeping in mind the purposes
of the school and its goal of ex
cellence, top quality men are
being sought and found.
For these tasks in this cru
cial time we are most fortunate
in having Dr. Godfrey T. An
dersen as President of the Uni
versity and Dr. David B. Hinshaw as Dean of the School of
Medicine, and a team of highly
able men in other key teach
ing and administrative posi
tions.

As to whether the future
holds any cause for fear, natu
rally no one can see clearly in
to the future and foretell what
may happen to the world or to
our nation, much less to an in
stitution. However, we know
that God is in control and I
am confident that he led the
Trustees in taking their clearcut and far-reaching decision.

His leading has been very
evident on several occasions;
the whole denomination is giv
ing its backing anil support to
the plans which have been
adopted, This is true not only
of church leaders in Washing
ton, D. C., but of our ministry
and members as a whole. This
support is evidenced by letters
- coming to the General Confer
ence and to the Review and
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Herald, and also from personal
contacts with large groups at
camp meetings and other gath
erings.

Those who have close con
tact with our alumni report to
me, just as I am sure they do
to you, that there is a general
acceptance of the plan. The
great majority of the alumni
with whom I have had personal
contact could even be described
as enthusiastic over the whole
program.

Would you give us what
you think is the timetable
for the School of Medicine's
completed move to the Lo
ma Linda campus?
We expect to have the medi
cal center completed and ready
for occupancy by September
1967 at the latest. It might be
ready earlier
possibly even
a year earlier.

grade medical care. Becoming
a teaching hospital is greatly
in its interest and it is equally
in our interest. Our faculty
members located at this hospi
tal are happy with the arrange
ment, and the students feel
that they are receiving excel
lent teaching.

If time lasts, how large
do you think the University
School of Medicine fresh
man class will be by 1975?
I would not care to forecast
the exact membership of the
freshman class at that date. It
is expected, however, that there
will be room for our denomina
tional students who desire to de
vote their lives to medical serv
ice and who meet all the schol
astic, moral and aptitude re
quirements. The other schools
of the University should show
growth as the years go by.

As Vice President of the
General Conference would
you evaluate the need for
medical missionaries hi for
eign countries today as
compared with ten or fif
teen years ago?
The need for medical mis
sionaries has in no way de
creased compared with ten or
fifteen years ago. The type of
physician needed has changed
over the years. In earlier times
the calls from mission fields
were for general practitioners,
while today the need is almost
exclusively for specialists.

We expect to have the
medical center completed
by 1967.
The timetable is expected to
be about as follows: The pre
liminary plans should be com
pleted by February of the com
ing year. Following that the
detailed drawings will require
about a year, which would
bring us to February 1965.
It will require about two
years for the construction; it
might possibly be done in 18
months, but on the other hand
some other university medical
centers have taken as long as
two and a half years to build,
for they are very complex
structures.
If the work can be completed
in 18 months all will be ready
by the end of August 1966. If
it requires two and a half years
the date would be the end of
August 1967. It would be rea
sonable to expect completion no
later than mid-year 1967.
The teaching program will be
scheduled so that the full four
years of medicine can be taught
in the Loma Linda area by the
time the medical center is com
pleted. As you of course know,
part of the senior class is at
present being taught at River
side County General Hospital.

What do you anticipate
will be the church's need
for medical missionaries
over the next five years in
view of the changing world
situation?
The world certainly is rapid
ly changing politically, with
many new nations emerging
and nationalism developing
strongly. There are some loca
tions where American medical
missionaries are not as welcome
as at one time; however, the
field for the service of well
qualified medical missionaries
is still very wide and I doubt
that it will be very much nar
rowed in the next five years.

How would you evaluate
the impact of medical mis
sionary activity of Loma
Linda University graduates
upon the world-wide work
of Seventh-day Adventists?
The influence of medical and
paramedical
personnel
in
strengthening our denomina
tional work around the world is
measured to some extent by the
anxiety of our leaders in the
home land to secure increasing
numbers to locate in their vari-

Are you satisfied with the
clerkship situation at Riv
erside County General Hos
pital in terms of our hospi
tal affiliation for the fu
ture?
Yes, I am delighted with the
contractual arrangement which
has been entered into. The hos
pital has offered facilities even
beyond what the contract calls
for. It has, I understand, stated
its readiness to build research
areas for our use. It has done
considerable remodeling to ac
commodate our students.
Riverside County General
Hospital takes a real interest
in giving maximum care to its
patients, and is anxious to up

The need for medical mis
sionaries has in no way de
creased.

MAYNARD V. CAMPBELL
Chairman of the Loma Linda University Trustees
is Maynard V. Campbell, a Seventh-day Adventist
minister and vice president of the church's world
organization.
Mr. Campbell, born in Wisconsin, attended Stanborough College in England and Columbia Union
College in Washington, D.C., graduating from the
latter school in 1924. In the same year he was mar
ried; the Campbell's son, Malcolm, is now a medical
technologist.
Mr. Campbell has held a series of administrative
posts within the Seventh-day Adventist Church since
1926, when he became president of the St. Lawrence
Conference in eastern Canada. From 1954 to 1958
he was president of the Southern European Divi
sion of the world church body and had. Berne, Swit
zerland, as his headquarters.
In June, 1958, at the 48th quadrennial conference
of the church's world organization, Mr. Campbell
was elected a vice president, the position he now
holds. He maintains an office on the Loma Linda
University campus, from which he oversees Trustee
and University affairs. Most of his time, however, is
spent in fulfilling his responsibilities at the church
headquarters in Washington, D.C.
A Loma Linda University Trustee since 1942 ex
cept for his four years of European service, the 61year-old chairman holds office as president of the
Loma Linda University Corporation.
ous conferences, and by the ur
gent calls we receive for medi
cal missionaries to take up
work in overseas divisions.
The spiritual impact of a
godly physician on his patients
is undoubtedly greater than a
gospel minister could make on
those particular people. I be
lieve that graduates from each
of the schools of the University
will play an increasing part in
our over all evangelist program.

Would you spell out the
special place of the two uni
versities
Andrews, in
Berrien Springs, Michigan,
and Loma Linda Univer
sity here in California ki
the total scheme of things?
Our two universities, Loma
Linda and Andrews, have a
very important place in qur
denomination. While they have
different boards there is a con
siderable overlapping in the
membership of the two boards.
The chief officers of the denom
ination and the ten union con
ference presidents of North
America have membership on
both boards and one layman is
a member of both.
There should be no competi
tion between the two institu
tions. They have different tasks
to perform. While it would be
practically impossible for them
not to have duplications in some
offerings, these duplications
will, we believe not only at
present but also in the future,
be kept at the minimum.
It is expected that Andrews
University will always give the
professional training to minis
terial students who complete
pretheological studies at our
liberal arts colleges. It is not
contemplated that Loma Linda
will ever enter into ministerial
professional training.
Loma Linda is, however, giv
ing an unexcelled course in
graduate theology leading to a
master's degree. Candidates
for this course though must
be students whose primary field
is medicine or dentistry. It is
designed to prepare these stu
dents to be proficient medical
evangelists and capable lay
leaders in our churches.
Loma Linda University's
largest schools probably will
continue to be medicine, dentis
try, the Graduate School and
nursing. The major area of ex
pansion will probably be in sci
ence. The purpose of each uni-

I am delighted with the
Riverside Hospital arrange
ment.
versity is to meet the graduate
educational needs of Adventist
young people, and particularly
to supply personnel qualified in
tellectually, educationally and
spiritually for effective work
in God's vast harvest field.

Radiologists to
National Meeting
Two professors from Loma
Linda University and a number
of alumni who have specialized
in radiology attended the re
cent annual meeting of the
Radiological Society of North
America in Chicago.
Among a group which met
for dinner during the conven
tion were Walter L. Stilson,
SM'34, professor of radiology
and newly reappointed chair
man of the department of radi
ology at the University; Geof
frey A. Gardiner, SM'49, as
sistant professor of radiology;
Gerald J. Gelford, SM'55, Web
ster Springs, West Virginia;
George G. Innocent, SM'37, and
James H. Nelson, SM'47, both
of the Washington Sanitarium
and Hospital, Takoma Park,
Maryland; Charles A. Kirkpatrick, SM'51, Bozeman, Mont.
Herschel U. Martin, SM'52,
Dalton, Georgia; Otto J. Neufeld, SM'41, and Merlin E.
Woesner, SM'47, both of the
Glendale Sanitarium and Hos
pital, Glendale, California; and
Dale E. Putman, SM'37, Kettering Memorial Hospital, Day
ton, Ohio.
Dr. Stilson flew to New York
one day during the convention
to inspect the latest equipment
for radiology of cardiac catheterization.

SD to Hear
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Outstanding
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Remboldt Named General Administrator
For White Memorial, Glendale Hospitals

A
continuing
education
course, "Modern Dental Mate
rials," will be presented De
cember 8 and 9 by the Loma
Linda University School of
Dentistry from 9 ajn. to 5 pjn.
daily.
Guest lecturer will be Ralph
W. Phillips, MS, FACD, FICD,
professor and chairman of the
department of dental materials
at Indiana University School
of Dentistry. Author of num
erous papers on dental mate
rials, he was editor of "Dental
Clinics of North America" in
1958. He has collaborated on
books published for the field.
An honorary member of the
American Academy of Restora
tive Dentistry, Dr. Phillips has
been a program participant at
regional, national, and inter
national meetings of the pro
fession.
The course, stressing selec
tion and manipulation of res
torative materials, is intended
to bring the dentist and the
dental assistant abreast of
knowledge in the field of dental
materials.
Discussions will include res
torative materials, resins and
silicates, amalgam, impression
materials and techniques, cast
ing and miscellaneous material.

Erwin J. Remboldt will be
come administrator of White
Memorial Hospital and Clinic
January 1, according to an an
nouncement from the Southern
California Conference of Sev
enth-day Adventists.
Mr. Remboldt, now a Loma
Linda University Trustee and
administrator of the confer
ence's Glendale Sanitarium and
Hospital, is a former adminis
trator of White Memorial. He
will serve as general adminis
trator for both hospitals, ac
cording to conference president
Cree Sandefur.
A graduate of Union College,
Lincoln, Nebraska, holding a
degree in hospital administra
tion from the University of
Chicago, Mr. Remboldt will be
responsible for more than 600
hospital beds in the two insti
tutions. He will administer a
combined employee force of
1,700, according to figures re
leased by the, conference.
Mr. Remboldt is a member
of the American College of
Hospital Administrators, Los
Angeles and Glendale chambers
of commerce, the Hospital
Council of Southern California
(board of directors) and the
executive committee of the
General Conference of Seventhday Adventists. He was ad
ministrator of the University's
White Memorial Hospital and
Clinic prior to December 1959
when he accepted the Glendale
administrative post.

Nutrition Course
Aims at Future
Cooking Teachers
An instructor's course in
home nutrition and food plan
ning will be given by Dorothea
Van Gundy Jones on the Los
Angeles campus of the Univer
sity beginning January 5.
Mrs. Jones is a graduate of
the Loma Linda University
School of Nutrition and Die
tetics and is at present nutri
tionist for the International
Nutrition Research Foundation
in Arlington and associate edi
tor for Today's Food. She is
known for her lectures through
out the United States and Can
ada.
The course will include lec
tures on nutrition by Univer
sity faculty members. Also, vis
ual aids and communication
techniques will be discussed,
according to an announcement.
A card from the General
Conference authorizing the
holder to conduct cooking
schools will be given each per
son completing the require
ments. Enrollment is open both
to those who wish to hold cook
ing schools and those who want
the information for their own
use. Persons who already hold
authorization cards are wel
come to attend.
The fee will cover cost of a
notebook of recipes and other
materials selected by Mrs.
Jones, and books such as Ev
eryday Nutrition, published by
the Seventh-day Adventist Die
tetic Association, the Home
Nutrition Instructor, and Food,
Health and Efficiency.

The course will be open to
students, faculty, employees
and a limited number of others.
Registration blanks and further
information are available from
the office of Frank A, Moran,
associate professor of evangel
ism, on the Loma Linda cam
pus.

ROY V. JUTZY, Loma Linda University assistant professor of medicine, is chief of the
Riverside County General Hospital internal medicine department. Other members of
the Riverside staff are William A. Craig, assistant professor of orthopedic surgery; Jack
R. Kennedy, assistant professor of gynecology and obstetrics; and Jerrold K. Longerbeam, associate professor of surgery. Staff photo.

University to Subdivide 59 Lots
For LA and New Staff Members
Loma

Linda

Arrowhead

Reaches 1963
United

United Charity Fund victory
for both campuses is seen in an
announcement today by Oliver
L. Jacques, University public
relations director, who states
that the Loma Linda campus
has overshot its goal of $10,200
by nearly $100.
Gifts ranged from a few
cents to $1OOO, with many giv
ing the suggested quota of an
hour's earnings each month,
campaign leaders report.

The general chairman for
the University drive, Jerry L.
Pettis, has high praise for
the many who sacrificed to
meet community responsibility
through the United Fund effort.

Fund

Goal

The vice president for public
relations and development also
lauds the volunteer team cap
tains who represented the ap
peal to University and commu
nity people "This land of gain
in the face of transition and
uncertainty is indicative of a
growing community conscious
ness among our people, Mr.
Pettis observes.
Dr. Paul Deeb, team captain
for physicians at Loma Linda,
voices satisfaction over in
creased giving among physi
cians. "I heartily thank those
who represented our institu
tions so well," says Dr. Deeb.

Reprints
Available

Medical Record Librarians

Reprints of the article "To
tal Scalp Avulsions," by Elmer
A. Hankins, MD, are now avail
able in the Vernier Radcliffe
Memorial Library on the Loma
Linda campus. The article,
which appeared in the Annals
of Surgery, Volume 158, Num
ber 2, August 1963, covers the
treatment of an avulsed scalp
by means of replacing the
scalp.

Approve LLU Curriculum

Dr. Hankins is a 1938 School
of Medicine alumnus who now
practices in Riverside. He is a
member of the Loma Linda
Sanitarium and Hospital medi
cal staff.

The American Association of
Medical Record Librarians re
cently approved the Loma Lin
da University Medical Record
Administration
Curriculum,
which leads to a bachelor of
science degree.
The curriculum now has
been referred to the American
Medical Association Council
on Medical Education and Hos
pitals for accreditation, accord
ing to Faye Brown, director of
the curriculum and medical
reco-d librarian at Loma Linda

This is the first year stu
dents have enrolled in the cur
riculum, although plans for it
have been in the making for
the past two years and stu
dents at La Sierra College have
been preparing for entrance to
it.
Students are accepted for
the one-year program at the
University after completing
three years of liberal arts
courses, plus anatomy, physi
ology, medical terminology and
~ business

Plans are being made by Lo
ma Linda University to sub
divide an area south of Lawton
and east of Anderson streets in
Loma Linda. The subdivision
will include 59 lots, according
to Irving E. Gray, assistant
treasurer of the University Cor
poration.
The lots will be sold by the
Corporation to new staff mem
bers and those moving to Loma
Linda from Los Angeles with
the restriction that the Univer
sity will have the right to re
purchase lots if the owner does
not build.
All survey work on the land,
which now is an orange grove,
has been done, but the actual
subdividing probably will not
start until March, says Mr.
Gray.
San Bernardino County has
approved the proposed subdivi
sion subject to certain soil con
servation work which now is
under way, but plans have not
yet been submitted for final
authorization to the state of
California. Lots cannot be sold
until this authorization is re
ceived, which will be probably
in February, Mr. Gray esti
mates.
The conservation work con
sists of a dam being built by E.
J. Miller Construction Com
pany in Lee Hill Canyon to pre
vent debris from washing into
the subdivision. The canyon is
in the southwest corner of the
area.
Lots will vary in size from
9,000 square feet to one-half
acre, with most being about
12,000 square feet, according to
the plans.

Erwin J. Remboldt
WMH Administrator

Wildlife, Rocks
On Club Program
Yucaipa Valley Natural His
tory Club has now organized
its study and meeting program
to include areas of interest to
the Loma Linda students and
faculty members as well as
their children. According to
Mrs. Russ Filer, vice president
and program chairman of the
group, the monthly meetings
at the Yucaipa Valley Natural
History Museum will include
birds, plants and minerals.
Each time the members and
their guests will be given a
sample of minerals for identi
fication. The next meeting,
which will be on December 19;
will include also slides of pic
tures taken through the Palomar telescope. The time is 7:30
p.m.
A field trip Sunday took
members of the club to El
Casco Lake in San Timoteo
canyon, where they studied the
life and habits of land and wa
ter birds under direction of
Mrs. Ed Hamilton, the wife of
the director of the University
Audiovisual Service.
Call Mrs. Filer, 796-3532, for
more information about the
club and how to get to the
meeting place.
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Thanksgiving Program Honors
Kate Lindsay Hall Workers
The Kalindha Club recently
conducted a Thanksgiving pro
gram dedicated to the custo
dians of Kate Lindsay Hall.
"We thought this an oppor
tune time to show our appre
ciation and thankfulness for
what they have done for us,"
says Connie Jones, DH'64, sec
retary.
Gifts were presented to
Mary Littau, Maria Thiofll,
Will Agurto, all custodians, and
Henry Barlow, of the Grounds
Service.
A tribute to them, written by
Tawanna Marshall, SN'66, was
read by DeiStta Eisenman, P^T
'64, president.
Pianist for the evening was
Marjorie Howard, SM'66. A
solo was sung by Diane Ashley, SM66, accompanied by
Nancy Risinger, SN'66, on the
flute and Kathy Heinrich, OT
'65, at the piano.

Speed Reading
Rescheduled
A demonstration of tech
niques used by the Dan/Ro sys
tem for rapid and remedial
reading has been rescheduled
for December 10 at 5:15 and
7:30 p.m. in Cutler Hall. Each
session will last about 30 min
utes, according to Dan Rosenwasser, director of the system.
Interested students, faculty,
employees and other persons
are invited to attend the free
demonstrations.
Rosenwasser
plans to offer a 22-session
course guaranteed by Dan/Ro
to improve reading ability and
study performance.
Demonstrations scheduled for
last month were postponed be
cause of the death of the late
President John F. Kennedy.

Church Colleges
Enroll 10,926
Seventh-day Adventist col
leges and universities in the
North
American
Division
opened this year with a total
enrollment of 10,926, an in
crease of 669 students, or 6.52
per cent, over last year.
Topping the list with an en
rollment of 1516 is Andrews
University, followed by Walla
Walla College, 1436; Pacific
Union College, 1256; La Sierra
College, 1187; and Loma Linda
University, 1076.
Remaining colleges and their
enrollments are Atlantic Union
College, 610; Canadian Union
College, 163, Columbia Union
College, 948; Kingsway College
(Oshawa Missionary College),
95; Madison College, 227; Oakwood College, 370.

Dr. Chinnock
Treasurer
For DASC
The Diabetes Association of
Southern California has elected
as its treasurer Robert F. Chinnock, SM'44, professor and
chairman of the department of
pediatrics at Loma Linda Uni
versity School of Medicine.
Formerly a member of the
organization's Board of Direc
tors, Dr. Chinnock helped start
Camp DASC for diabetic chil
dren, a summer camp located
at Angeles Oaks in the San
Bernardino Mountains.
He has served as director of
the camp since its founding
five years ago, and again last
June supervised the specialized
program for diabetic children
from Southern California cities.
Dr. Chinnock also is attend
ing pediatrician at White Mem
orial Hospital, and chief physi
cian in pediatrics and commu
nicable diseases, Los Angeles
County General Hospital.

Pettis to Speak
In Las Vegas
"Is Your Halo On Straight?"
is the title of an address to be
made by Jerry L. Pettis, vice
president for development and
public relations, to the Student
American Medical Association
in Las Vegas December 10.
The SAMA meeting is reported
ly conducted primarily for hos
pital interns and residents who
are members Of the association.
Southern Missionary Col
lege, 868; Southwestern Union
College, 239; and Union Col
lege, 935.
Since 1956 the total opening
enrollment of these schools has
increased 42 percent.

Speech Teacher
Certified
Kenneth R. Lutz, PhD, as
sistant professor of speech
pathology in the Graduate
School, has received advanced
certification from the American
Speech and Hearing Associa
tion.
MARY SMITH MUNCE, SN'51,
has returned to Loma Linda
with her five children. She
serves as charge nurse, and
her husband, Clifford, is a
freshman dental student.
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EMMETT TETZ, SM'64, one of the 12 medical students at Riverside County General
Hospital, was interviewing this amiable little lady in the clinic. Staff photo.

LL Hospital
Installs New
Alarm System
The new fire alarm system at
the Loma Linda Sanitarium
and Hospital, installation of
which will be completed within
the next two weeks, was ex
plained to employees in meet
ings conducted recently by Lee
Canright, Loma Linda Univer
sity fire prevention officer and
instructor.
The system will consist of an
alarm in each of the ten units
of the hospital. Each alarm has
a code signal which, when set
off, will alert employees as to
the area in which there is a
fire. The chime-like signal will
be heard throughout the hospi
tal, and will go also to the
switchboard operator. She in
turn will call the fire depart
ment.
In case a fire occurs at night,
the operator will call hospital
administrators at their homes,
who then will call department
heads and instruct them to not
ify employees in their depart
ments.
Three fires which have
started in the hospital within
the last month were extin
guished immediately, says Canright, because employees knew
what to do. Two caused by
spillage of chemicals in the
clinical lab were put out by
employees with extinguishers.
The other, in the air condi
tioner room, was extinguished
by the fire department.

Ninety Attend
Thanksgiving
Dinner in LA
The annual Thanksgiving din
ner of the Junior Women's Au
xiliary of Loma Linda Univer
sity School of Medicine was at
tended recently by about 90
persons in Los Angeles.
The purpose of the dinner,
prepared by the "Luncheon Is
Served" organization, was to
complete funds for the purchase
of orthopedic equipment for the
Himalayan Medical Mission,
Kathmandu, Nepal.
Those who made prepar
ations for and helped during
the dinner include Mrs. Jona
than W. Hughes Jr., Mrs. El
mer A. Hankins III, Mrs.
George D. Chen, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth P. Head and Mrs.
Waldemar Kutzner.

SDA TOUR OF BIBLE LANDS

and Europe at amazingly low
cost. April departure led by ex
perienced Adventist tour lead
er. Only $1198.00 all inclusive,
first class. For free itinerary
write Adventist Tour, c/o Lindblad Travel, Inc., 1 East 53rd
Street, New York 22, N.Y.

IN THE RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL pediatric department |
Gene Harvey, SM'64, is examining Gilbert Soliz, one of
the many children who go through the hospital and are
helped by the Loma Linda University students. Staff
photo.

Loma
Voice

Linda
of

Pupils to

Prophecy

The children of University
faculty members, students and
employees at the Loma Linda
elementary school will partici
pate in a Christmas project
that will support the Voice of
Prophecy, according to Robert
Gale, principal.
The pupils will bring contri
butions to the school until De
cember 16 at which time the
King's Heralds will be present
to accept the gift and express
their appreciation in song on
behalf of the Voice of Prophecy.
Principal Gale said that the
pupils in the past had given
their enthusiastic support to
other mission projects. In 1960
a well and pump were installed
at a mission station in Mexico.
In 1961 a floor was built in the
newly
constructed
Broken
Stone Mission school in Peru.
Last year the pupils adopted a
Korean orphan in Seoul.
This year's project will help
the weekly religious program
on radio station KAVA in
Apple Valley, San Bernardino
County. The station covers
Apple Valley, Barstow, Hisperia and other desert commu
nities.
It is the hope of the Voice
of Prophecy to broadcast its
message on an inter-national
scale by way of Telstar or a
similar station whenever com
mercial time becomes available
through a communications sat
ellite, according to D. V. Pond
of the-Voice-of- Prophecy.-

Support

Broadcast

Gale stated that the pupils
in the past had averaged about
$1.00 each in their giving. He
said that if they will do as well
this year, there will be ap
proximately $550 for the proj
ect, which will keep the pro- I
gram on the air for 18 weeks. I
During the past years, he
added, the pupils have shared
their Christmas -blessings by
supporting the school project
rather than exchanging .gifts.

Alumnus Named
For Clinical
Research Job
A former assistant professor
of physiology at Loma Linda
University School of Medicine,
H. Millard Smith, SM'47, re
cently was appointed to the
clinical pharmacology depart
ment of Schering Corporation's
medical
research
division,
Bloomfield, New Jersey.
Dr. Smith will assist in the
first clinical testing of newly
developed therapeutic agents
discovered in Schering's re
search laboratories.
Prior to joining Schering, Dr.
Smith was assistant professor
of physiology at the University
of Arkansas School of Medi
cine. He left Loma University
in September 1959.
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fipcefoJ Event*
Friday, December 6

Monday, December 9

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
"The Messiah," Chancel Choir
and singers from the commu
nity: 7:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Convocation, Robert Mclntyre,
pastor of Colton Seventh-day
Adventist Church, "The Neces
sity of Honest Thinking": 8
a.m.
Church board meeting,
School of Dentistry faculty
rooms: 7 p.m.
._ ,

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
School of Dentistry executive
committee, LL: 7 a.m.

WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Camera club, nature photog
raphy, illustrated lecture and
slide judging by John Krell,
Thomason Amphitheater: 7:30
p.m.

Saturday, December 7

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Hour of worship, Oliver L.
Jacques, community relations
officer at Loma Linda Univer
sity: 8:15 and 10:55 a.m.

LINDA HALL
Pathfinder
Pre-teens: 6:30 p.m.

HILL CHURCH
Hour of
worship, Pastor Wilbur K.
Chapman, . "30,000 Keys to
Progress": 8:15 and 10:45 a.m.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
School of Nursing faculty com
mittee, LA: 1 p.m.

WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship, H. M. S.
Richards, Voice of Prophecy
speaker, "Christ Is Wonderful":
10:45 a.m.

Tuesday, December 10

HILL CHURCH
Dorcas So
ciety meeting: 9 a.m.
LINDA HALL
teens: 7 p.m.

SPECIAL EVENTS
La Sier
ra College band, College Hall:
8p.m.
Sunday, December 8

SPECIAL EVENTS
Exhibit
of landscape paintings by Stan
ley Ledington, former president
of San Diego Art Association,
La Sierra College art gallery:
through December 18. Art gal
lery hours: Sun. 12-4 p.m.,
in. Thurs. 11:30 a.m. - 1
pjn. and 5 - 6:30 p.m., Fri.
11:30 am. - 1 p.m.

FOR

son, missionary from India,
"The Rest that Agitates": 7:30
p.m.
SPECIAL EVENTS
Wind
sor Boys Choir, Hole Memorial
Auditorium, La Sierra College:
6:30 p.m.
Thursday, December 12

COMMITTEE MEETINGS -Medical staff executive commit
tee, LL: 11:45 a.m.
School
of Nursing faculty committee,
LL: 3:45 p.m.
;
Friday, December 13

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
School of Dentistry executive
committee, LL: 7 a.m.

Saturday, December 14

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Academic affairs committee,
LL: 10 a.m.
Division of Reli
gion staff meeting: 12 noon.

HILL CHURCH
Hour of
worship, Pastor Wilbur K.
Chapman,
"Those
Secret
Faults": 8:15 and 10:45 a.m.

Wednesday, December 11

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Hour of worship,
Pastor
Charles W. Teel, baby dedica
tion service: 8:15 and 10:55
a.m.

HILL CHURCH *. Mid-week
prayer service, Weldon Matti-

WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship, Pastor
Donald G. Reynolds, "Major
ing on Minors": 10:45 a.m.

Scope Continues Advertising
For University Family Only
the_ General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists as they
concern the Loma Linda Uni
versity.
See the managing editor for

Classified and display adverlising will be limited to Univerfaculty, students, employ
ees and institutions owned by

special student rates or call
796-0161. Notice new extensions: 283 and 284. The offices
are now located in the library
basement toward the northeast.

PLACEMENT
Trinidad, PORT-OF-SPAIN:
Radiologist_______________
SOUTH AMERICAN DIVISION
Brazil, RIO DE JANEIRO: Rio
hospital. Pathologist_________
Peru, LIMA: Good Hope Clinic.
Surgeon

Copy to appear in the Place
ment column of SCOPE must be
in Loma Linda Placement Ser
vice Office by Monday of the
week previous to publication.
This column is open to Loma
Linda students and alumni
wishing placement free of
charge. Such announcements
will be run in two consecutive
then every other week
until they have appeared four
times. This may be repeated up
on written request for same.
Special rates are available to
students and alumni wishing to
the classified section for
placement purposes.
Openings for personnel will
be listed two times free in this
column. The classified section
is open for coverage beyond
this. (See classified section for
rates.)

Opportunities Overseas
Dentists, General Practice
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
Libya. BENGHAZI___________
SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION
Pakistan. KARACHI_________

NEW
Opportunities Overseas
Nurses
SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION
Pakistan, KARACHI: Instructor
B.S. degree required.________
Tndia, NUZVID: Glffard Memor
ial hospital_______________

(Physicians, General Practice
IfflTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
, Trinidad: Relief doctor______
rto Rico, SAN JUAN: Selftlng________________

.NORTHERN EUROPEAN DIVI-

ISION

Leper work_______________

Cooks

Physical Therapists
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Physicians, General Practice
INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
British Guiana, GEORGETOWN.
Davis Memorial Hospital________
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
Libya, BENGHAZI, Third GP
with Interest in surgery and obstetrics____________________
SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION
East Pakistan, GOPALGANJ
India. RANCH!

FOR SALE: A first trust deed,
note. $19,000, balance Sept. 1,
1963, $12,360. Payments $80.00
monthly on principal. 5% int.
payable yearly on unpaid bal
ance. Property much more val
uable now than when sold.
Need proceeds for new SDA
medical center. A real mission
ary project. Property near Oakdale, Calif. A residence and
beautiful oak grove.
Write to
University SCOPE or call 7960161 for information.
FOR SALE: Cemetery plot,
Inglewood, Cal. $425. List price
$450. Save $25.
Write Uni
versity SCOPE ad department.
FOR SALE: '3 bedroom spa
cious attractive home on cor
ner lot with a second two bed
room rental income house on
same lot. Reasonably priced.
Call 796-0351. Alfred Hanscon,
24535 San Marcos Dr., Loma
Linda.
FOR SALE BY OWNER, 3
bedroom stucco home with
hardwood floors, 1 large kitch
en with lots of cabinets, builtin range and oven. Ceramic
tile bathroom. Drapes through
out. Separate garage, chain
link fence backyard, 5 fruit
trees. Approximately 2 miles
to church school, academy, and

FLORIDA
PALATKA: Putnam Memorial
hospital. Director of nursing
CALIFORNIA
SAN JOSE: San Jose Doctor's
hospital. Director.

Physical Therapists
CALIFORNIA
STOCKTON: Registered. Large
state hospital________________
MICHIGAN
LAKE ORION: In medical group.

CALIFORNIA
LOS BANDS: Need for dentist.
Appointments booked months
ahead____________________
TURLOCK: Association or private
practice. New office building___

FLORIDA

PALATKA: SDA dentist needed.
None in the area____________
TAMPA: Modern air-conditioned
bungalow for sale in suburban
Tampa_________________________
APALACHICOLA: Dentist ur
gently needed. Office space available______________________
ST. PETERSBURG: Replacement
for deceased dentist. Office and
some equipment available
WESTLACO: Office and practice
available. Replacement for dentist injured In accident_______
OREGON
MILWAUKEE: New building for
rent____________________
REDMOND: For sale or lease
2
chair office

Dentists, Specialists
FLORIDA
PALATKA: Any specialist. Have
to go 45 miles for specialist

Medical Record Librarians
FLORIDA
PALATKA: Putaam Memorial
hospital___________________

Physicians, Specialists

Medical Technologists

FAR EASTERN DIVISION
Japan, TOKYO: Internist

CALIFORNIA
CRESCENT CITY:

Non-licensed

FOR

RENT

FOR RENT Brand new 3-bedroom home. Walking distance
campus. Family room, double
garage, air cooled or heated,
large patio, cupboards and stor
age. Contact Milton Murray,
12560 Mirado Ave., Grand Ter
race, Calif. 92324. Phone (714)
683-4849.
For Rent: Completely furnished
2 bedroom 1 bath home. Garb,
disp., drapes, carpeting. View
of the valley. Basement. Near
the University in Loma Linda.
Shown by appointment up to 6
p.m.
Call 796-0092.
WANTED TO RENT: Gradu
ate students wish three-bed
room
furnished apartment,
preferably within walking dis
tance of the 'University.- —t Call
796-0988.
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom house,
New. Fenced in yard. Double
garage.
Call 796-4653.
Loma Linda University cam
pus. Located at 25878 Lomas
Verdes, Redlands. (Just off Mt.
View in Loma- Linda.) Phone.796-5355. Price; $12,500. With
$1500 down, ,Also: Half-acre
lot in Calimesa near ,Redlands,
half share in* water .company
stock, paved street, -just off
Highway 99 at 324 W. Ave. L.
40 assorted fruit and nut trees,
grapes aeros^ > jsack,, -.fnce:
$4500 with $2500 S down* Con
tact William Carty at above
address.
Physicians, Specialists
INTERNIST: Waverly, New Yo-ic
Hospital office space. Financial
help available to new man. Practice guaranteed___________
EENT: Palatka, Florida. A;
Putnam Memorial hospital_____
UROLOGIST: Palatka, Florida.
At Putnam Memorial hospital
INTERNIST: Eugene, Oregon.
In medical-dental clinic_______
INTERNIST: Lake Orion, Michi
gan. In medical group which
maintains one man in the mission
field___________________
SURGEON: Lake Orion. In met':;.
cal group which keeps one man ia
the mission field. Available Li
August 1964_____________

Personnel Seeking Positions
Medical Secretary

Physicians, General Practice

Dentists, General Practice

MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
Libya, BENGHAZI_______________

FOR SALE: Good KB8 Inter
national school bus. $650.
Call University SCOPE, 7960161, ext, 283,«r284.

Opportunities, N. America

MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
Libya, BENGHAZI: Dletitian-dlrector of food service________

Specialists
INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
Puerto Rico, MAYAGUEZ: Bella
Vista hospital. Woman OB-GYN

Philippines. MANILA: Internist
State ot Singapore, SINGAPORE:
Internist July 1964. Surgeon
July 1965. Both qualified.______
Thailand, BANGKOK: Radlologlst____________________
INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
Puerto Rico, MAYAGUEZ: Selfsupporting neuro-surgeon, also
self-supporting orthopedist_____
Trinidad, PORT-OF-SPAIN: Sur
geon. British qualified_______

MARYLAND
SILVER SPRING: At Cedar Croft
Sanitarium and Hospital_______

INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
Trinidad, PORT-OF-SPAIN: Hospltal_____________________
MIDDLE EAST DIVISION
Libya. BENGHAZI: Staff______
NORTHERN EUROPEAN
DIVISION
Ethiopia, ADDIS ABABA: Nursernatron. nurse-teacher_________
Ethiopia. GIMBIE___________
Ethiopia, KUYERA: Nurse-teacher___________________________________
Nigeria, ILE-IFE: Director of
nursing service._______________
SOUTHERN AFRICAN DIVISION
Katanga, SONGA___________
Nyasaland. BLANTYRE: Clinic

Los Angeles Mayor Samuel
Yorty has named Loma Linda
University Vice President for
Public Relations and Develop
ment Jerry L. Pettis to the Ci
tizen's Advisory Committee.
The organization of business
and civic leaders meets at in
tervals through the year to ad
vise the mayor on public policy
matters.
Mr. Pettis's appointment is
for a one-year term.

2 bedroom home, one-half acre.
Shade and fruit trees. $8700
cash. K., 5231 Foster Rd.,
Paradise, Calif.

Nurses

Dietitians

Nurses

3 bedroom spacious attractive
home on corner lot with a sec
ond two bedroom rental in
come house on same lot. Rea
sonably priced. Call 796-0351.

technician (medical assistant).
Woman desired who can do rou
tine blood work, urinalysis exams
and tests also x-ray work. Some
relief work at the front desk

'*Hjt»

Third Time Placement
In SCOPE Is Classified

1961 Lincoln Continental con
vertible.
White with blue
leather. Air conditioning. All
power.
New, blowout-proof
tires. Only 29,600 miles. Im
maculate! $3690.00 Call Edgemont 9-9427, Covina.

To Represent LLU
In Civic Body

'

WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Christmas Festival, Second half
of Bach's "Christmas Oratorio"
under direction of H. Vincent
Mitzelfelt: 8 p.m.

Pathfinder

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
University Bible Class, A. Gra
ham Maxwell, director of the
Division of Religion, discussing
the book of Joel: 7 p.m.

SALE

TENNESSEE

ALTAMONT: For sale. Cumber
land Heights Clinic and Hospital.
Thirty-four bed hospital and clin
ic and rest home. Need GP ex
perienced in OB-GYN and surgery.
Beautiful new addition. Has op
erating room, x-ray, nursery with
Incubator. Church and two teachcr church school.____________
CALIFORNIA
LOS BANGS. Fast growing com
munity due to water project and
new freeway now being construc
ted. Two physicians deceased in
past two years_____________
FLORIDA
PALATKA: In Putnam Memorial
hospital. No SDA physician In
area. None on staff_________
TENNESSEE

COALMONT. No physician available in area______________
NEW YORK
CINCINNATUS. To replace de
ceased physician. Near clinic operated by LLU graduates____
NEW MEXICO
CLAYTON: New hospital. Pres
ent need plus practice of retiring
physician____________________
NEW YORK
WAVERLY: Hospital will offer
space and help to get new physi
cian started. Physician retiring.
Private practice with guarantee
ILLINOIS
MINOOKA: Replacement needed
for GP leaving community. Com
munity supported physician for 50
years___________________
GALESBURG: Replacement for
retiring physician. Additional GP
needed in town_____________
NEW YORK
MORAVIA: Fully equipped office
and dwelling available_______
MASSENA: Office and living quarters available. Town physicians
anxious to have another settle in
area______________________
MICHIGAN
LAKE .ORION:- In medical group

1. Four years experience. Boy »
heights area________________ __

Nurses
1. School nurse in Seventh-dt.
ventist school or college In ',
Linda or La Sierra________

n^

Physicians, Specialists
1. Thoracic surgeon. Ca wria
or Iowa. July 1964
2. Anesthesiologist opportunities
in California

Additional listings not inc< ..:.ed in this column this v, »k
available upon request. Ple£.sk
specify area of interest. Wn
Loma Linda University Place
ment Service, Loma Linda,
California. Telephone Los An
geles area code 213. 269-7241
Ext. 211, 212.

POSITIONS
Trained hospital pharmacist
needed at Castle Memorial
Hospital, Hawaii. Write for
further
information:
Wm.
Edw. Guthrie, administrator,
Castle Memorial Hospital, 640
Ulukahiki Street, Kailua, Oahu, Hawaii.
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Heart Assn.
Takes Stand
On Smoking

THE OLD EUCALYPTUS TREE still spreads its branches where once a row of trees
reminded the Sanitarium pioneers of the very first days in Loma Linda Sanitarium and
Hospital's history. The trees that used to grace the lawn on the hill where physical and
occupational therapists and student nurses have their classrooms, played an important
role in Ellen G. White's advice on the location of the complex that is now a part of
Loma Linda University. Staff photo.

GS Teachers in
San Francisco

SN Alumni to Publish
Own Member Directory
The Loma Linda University
School of Nursing Alumni As
sociation Board at a recent
meeting approved plans to
publish an alumni directory,
which will include addresses of
all known members. It will
give both alphabetical and geo
graphical listings and the year
of graduation.
The board also voted to use
part of the association's funds
to meet the needs of alumni
missionary nurses. Many re
quests come for supplies,
books, equipment and tuition

for students.
In other actions the board
voted to make all gifts tax de
ductible through the Univer
sity by making them payable
to Loma Linda University; to
urge all School of Nursing
alumni to send news to their
publications editor, Catherine
Graf; to rectify the constitu
tion and bylaws of the Loma
Linda University Alumni Fed
eration; and to issue free juni
or alumni membership cards to
students.

LIFELONG

Two men under deferred ap
pointment to the Graduate
School faculty attended the
American Association of An
thropologists meeting in San
Francisco last week.

National Newspaper
Features Dr. Hon's
Clinical Replies
Professor of Gynecology and
Obstetrics Edward H. G. Hon,
MD, was the author of a medi
cal feature in a physicians' na
tional newspaper last week.
Medical Tribune, America's
only independent medical news
paper, published Dr. Hon's re
plies to a series of clinical ques
tions from physicians. A simi
lar feature, for which replies
are drafted by medical school
faculty members, appears reg
ularly in the Tribune.
Other recent authors of the
feature from Loma Linda Uni
versity School of Medicine in
clude Professor of Urology
Roger W. Barnes and Professor
of Otolaryngology Leland E.
House.

The San Bernardino County
Heart Association board of di
rectors recently adopted a re
solution taking a stand against
cigarette smoking, based on re
sults of medical studies during
recent years.
Association President Fred
A. Gattas says, "The board feels
that available data strongly
suggest that heavy cigarette
smoking contributes to or ac
celerates the development of
coronary heart disease and its
complication."
Studies have shown a statis
tical association between heavy
cigarette smoking and death or
illness from coronary heart dis
ease.
Anyone who smokes a pack
of cigarettes or more a day is Motel's Offer
considered an excessive smok
er, but harmful effects have Good Only
been reported in persons smok
Until Dec. 31
ing half a pack daily, accord
ing to the board.
A notice from Las Ondas
In its resolution the board
Motor Motel has been received
states, "Because of the mount
ing evidence of harmful effects It concerns advertising from
the Laguna Beach motel (see
of cigarette smoking, the coun
ty heart chapter will join with last issue), a Seventh-day Adother health agencies in educa ventist operated place which
tional programs to discourage has advertised special rates
smoking by the general public, during the pre-Christmas shop
with special emphasis on teen ping and art season for Sev
agers, and persons who have enth-day Adventists.
high blood pressure, elevated
Clip last advertisement from
blood cholesterol, signs of ar the motel (SCOPE, November
teriosclerosis or a family his 29) and save $5.00. The offer
tory of heart attacks or is good only until December 31,
strokes."
1963.

John Elick, now at UCLA,
and James Sterling, now at the
University of California, Ber
keley, were at the meetings
ending Sunday. Both men are
studying toward doctoral de
grees and will teach at Loma.
Linda next year, according to
Graduate School Dean Thomas
A. Little.

VALUE

LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY'S graduates go forth 300
strong each year to their work in the world. Equipped to al
leviate suffering and to bless those they walk among, they com
pose a portion of the church's fortune.

HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATORS from the Riverside Hospital,
Nashville, Tennessee, recently visited Loma Linda University.
They are (l.r.) Carl A. Dent, SM'39, president of the medical
staff, and Norman S. McLeod, credit manager.

«
1

Your gift to strengthen the educational resources of the Univer
a share in
sity can bring you LIFELONG VALUE doubled
the lives of worthy people . . . and a substantial income from
your investment.
Write today for information. Learn how your gift to higher
education can serve both youth and you. . . . Address GODFREY
T. ANDERSON, President . . . LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
. . . Loma Linda, California.

NINETY YEARS OLD on December 10 is Dr. Sanford
P. S. Edwards, the only living member of the first School
of Medicine class of AMMC, the American Missionary
Medical College, which moved to Loma Linda from BatfleJ
Creek in 1910. Dr. Edwards moved to Loma Linda
week from Costa Mesa and is now with Mr. and Mrs. G. J
Engevik at 11411 San Juan. A story about the pit
physician and the first years at Loma Linda will
next issue of SCOPE. Staff photo taken November,:

